One university only

Who will be responsible for looking after the research data after the research project has concluded?

- not sure
- as above
- Physical records will be kept at [this university], electronic copies kept by supervisor.
- Project manager
- Nobody
- didn't think about this yet
- Me
- research centre
- Me
- me
- Myself
- don't know
- I will pass it all to my supervisor who will deal with it as appropriate.
- myself
- Maybe supervisor
- Me
- ?
- Myself
- Me
- Not specified by Supervisory Team to me so far - I've been told for IP/Privacy reasons (a similar research project apparently is being undertaken already...)
- Myself
- My supervisors
- Don't know
- myself
- Audio files will be destroyed in accordance with confidentiality agreement. Deidentified data will be retained by me.
- Not sure
- I don't know
- myself with a copy to [this university]
- The data will be archived
- my company
- Don't Know
- me
- me
- myself
- Me, possibly my supervisor ([university] staff)
- Unsure
- researchers involved in future projects
- Noone as yet
- Me
- Myself
- Myself
- Me
- Myself
- Self
- Not sure
- me
- Self, in place of no formal structure
- Self
- ongoing
- Ah, very good question. Succession planning is problematic. Only people with a stake in
Data responsibility on completion of research - text responses (one university only)

the data care about maintaining databases!! Maybe the CRC for [...] Headquarters - but the CRC may terminate soon - so then maybe the Faculty - but I doubt it!!
[-----] Is concluded. Self
[-----] I will be responsible for my personal files
[-----] Principal research supervisor
[-----] ditto
[-----] We don't know. Currently we assume that the lead researcher is responsible for the data at the conclusion of the project.
[-----] me
[-----] I do not know
[-----] Me - project manager
[-----] Myself
[-----] Me, supervisor....
[-----] It will go into the [centre] library and onto the website
[-----] myself or research assistants
[-----] myself
[-----] myself
[-----] self until ethically clear to delete
[-----] Centre staff
[-----] Myself
[-----] Don't know. I think [this university] generally
[-----] The Good Fairies
[-----] Lead researchers
[-----] Me
[-----] Myself
[-----] Laboratory manager
[-----] Unknown
[-----] me
[-----] Myself
[-----] I will be
[-----] Myself
[-----] Me
[-----] Me
[-----] varies
[-----] self
[-----] Self
[-----] Me
[-----] Don't know.
[-----] me
[-----] Probably myself
[-----] Me
[-----] Myself
[-----] Nobody hence me
[-----] myself
[-----] me
[-----] Myself probably
[-----] Myself
[-----] Research Chief Investigator
[-----] Me.
[-----] Me
[-----] Positioning the statistics repository as being infrastructure that outlives individual projects.
[-----] Me for projects that I lead; research students for theirs. Not sure about stuff on Faculty servers (eg archived database driven web sites; av material which is too big for me to store locally etc).
Research Centre.
Domain leader
The next research assistant
As above
Depends on which research project and corresponding available resources and longevity of the data wrt publication potential and need to have handy
At the moment probably the researcher or project manager
myself, my immediate supervisor
My supervisors
Research Group Director
Self
the researchers themselves
me
Myself
Myself, with archives kept in the laboratory and on an IT server.